Kai yo bergi

Romani (Gypsy) Folk Song
arr. Jeffrey Buettner

Notes:
Each verse may begin with a soloist or section in unison. Men may sing the lower part (the melody) and women the higher (in tenor clef), or women may double both parts at the octave.
Guitar accompaniment is traditional and preferred. This piano arrangement may be played if guitar is not available.
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The memory burns in my heart.

I am lost, I am tormented.
(Verse 1)

Where are the mountains, where is the forest?

Kai yo ber-gi, kai yo ber-gi, yо ve-sha?

The memory burns in my heart.

Za-hach-kir-na yo-ne man.

The memory burns in my heart.

Za-hach-kir-na yo-ne man.
Za-ha-si-yom, me-yom______ me ma-tih-yom.
I am lost, I am tormented.

vyu-gi, ai, da mra-zi__jan.__
The cold blizzards of winter have come.

kir-na__________ yo-ne-man.______
They freeze my heart.
Mraza kirna yo ne man.

They freeze my heart.

Za-ha-sih-yom, me-yom me ma-tih-yom.

I am lost, I am tormented.

(Final Chorus)

The memory burns in my heart.
man.

The memory burns in my heart.

I am lost, I am tormented.

I am lost, I am tormented.